
Product Specs:-

Material : 100% Recycled Polyester

Weight : 150gsm

Cool pass breathable dry fabric

Eco-Max Printing & Fabric

Dye Sublimation is an extremely “green friendly” printing technology as compared with other 
tradition printing processes that require chemicals and acids. No toxins are used in the dye sub 
process. 

Inks used in dye sublimation printing turn into a solid, permanent form. The heat transfer process, 
and the printed fabric is completely safe to touch and handle.

100% recycled fabric is also available in 150gsm. This fabric is made from  a combination of post 
consumer recycled products thus protecting the environment and offering a green friendly garment.
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John Roberts Associates Limited Blackpool Business Park   Amy Johnson Way   Squires Gate    Blackpool   Lancashire   FY4 2RP    Telephone: 01253 340240   Fax: 01253 340250

IMPORTANT, PLEASE NOTE:  A Maximum of 3 Proof Visuals will be supplied per job, free of charge. Any additional changes required after these (excluding errors) will incur a charge of £20 per visual.

         Please respond via email with approval or amendments within 48 hours of receiving visual, otherwise production lead times may be affected. 

Our design service is free as long as the product is ordered with John Roberts Associates Ltd, therefore the artwork remains the property of John Roberts Associates until purchased or a order is 
placed. We reserve the right to charge an artwork fee should there be additional designs. It is an offence to pass on this artwork to another supplier/company for production without prior consent. 
Failure to obtain prior written consent will result in a £1000 charge or legal action. John Roberts do not assume any responsibility for copyrighted designs sent to be manufactured. By sending a 
design you accept that you are legally authorised to produce the design in question. 

PLEASE ALSO NOTE:-        Pantone’s are guidelines. When printed on different media there can be shade variations 

client visual
If supplying own artwork for print, please provide finalised design in Illustrator EPS or other Vector Based format, or an artwork charge will be incurred.

Colours and sizes, unless otherwise stated, are for visual purposes only Final print size will be suitable to the garment unless specific dimensions are given by client.
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ECO-MAX is an environmentally
friendly material which

is made of recycled PET Bottles
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